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Abstract
Wireless ad hoc network is a decentralized
type of wireless network. The network is ad hoc
because it does not have any fixed infrastructure. One
basic assumption of routing protocols in wireless ad
hoc networks is every node is honest and cooperative.
This nature introduces many security attacks. One of
the attacks is the malicious packet dropping. Packet
dropping attack is the most vulnerable attack. When
the route is established from source to destination the
malicious node drop the packets. The malicious node
create wrong route between from source to
destination which is leads to undesirable situation. In
this paper we calculate high detection accuracy on
lost packets. The accuracy is calculated by autocorrelation function (ACF) based on number of
packets sent and lost. Sleep Scheduling for event
monitoring is used to pass the message to other nodes
in the network when critical event is detected.
Keywords: Wireless attack, Packet dropping,
malicious node, attack detection, Sleep Scheduling
I. INTRODUCTION

Once in the route, the malicious node can do
anything including maliciously dropping packets. This
Packet dropping at a malicious intermediate node can
lead to suspension of communication or generation of
wrong information between the source and destination
which is an undesirable situation [7].
A malicious node drains the resource of the
sender. Malicious node does not sending
acknowledgement to the sender after receiving the
packet. The sender will assume that the packet is not
forwarded correctly. So sender sends the packets
many times. When malicious node send
acknowledgement with data packet the sender assume
that the
Packet forwarded correctly. Then the route is routed
through malicious node and packets get dropped.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Wireless ad hoc network is a de centralized
type of wireless network. The network is ad hoc
because it does not have any fixed infrastructure, such
as routers in wired networks. Every node in the
network is used to send the packets from source to
destination. The nodes maintained dynamically based
on available communications. Each node identifies the
nodes that are available for communications, based on
signal strength, which is mainly related to distance,
but is also affected by obstructions or interference.
Some nodes may be beyond range or weak signal.
When the available nodes are identified the route is
established and packet is forwarded to the destination.
A.MALICIOUS PACKET DROPPING
Malicious packet dropping is malicious node
act as a legitimate node and drops the packets
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maliciously. It creates wrong route information from
source to destination. Once the malicious node
involved in routing it disturb the whole
communication or drop the packet abruptly.

In wireless ad hoc networks, nodes
communicate with each other using multi hop wireless
links. Data to out of range nodes can be routed
through intermediate nodes. That is nodes in wireless
ad hoc networks can act as both hosts and routers [7].
The nodes dynamically establish paths among one
another. But, the lack of centralized management of
these networks makes them vulnerable to a number of
security attacks. One of the attacks is packet drop
attack, where a compromised node drops packets
maliciously.
Nodes in wireless ad hoc networks have
limited energy resource. Intermediate nodes in these
networks may behave selfishly and fail to forward the
received packets in order to conserve their limited
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resources battery power. These packets in turn get
dropped [7].

Step 3:

Calculating detection accuracy using

ACF

and HLA

The Proposed algorithm used to find the
detection accuracy of lost packets. Calculating the
correlation between numbers of packets sent and lost.
Using this correlation the position of lost packets
identified correctly. We can easily identify the packet
loss whether it caused by malicious attack or other
conditions. This method gives high detection accuracy
and truthfulness of packet loss.

Step 4:

Initializing and calculating link errors

rate

based on route

Step 5:

Establish the routing.

Step 6:

Verifying the packet rate in each and

every

nodes

Step 7:

Calculating for detection accuracy in

The
Level-by-level
offset
schedule
Algorithm is used to achieve low broadcasting delay
in a large scale wireless Networks. After detection of
malicious node center node send the alarm message to
the cluster heads, then the alarm passed from cluster
head to other nodes in the network. In sleep
scheduling the nodes are maintained in sleep mode
until data arrives for energy minimization.
III. PROPOSED METHOD


each
Step 8:

route.

Calculating receiving packet rate

based on nodes.
Step 9:

Updating packet rate based on nodes.

Step 10:

Calculating route node accuracy.

B.PROPOSED SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION:
Calculating link score value:

Detecting the correlations between the lost
packets is based on number of packets sent and
lost. It denoted by 0 (loss) and 1 (no loss). That
is Number of packets successfully received, and
number of packets lost



Each node reports its status about received
packets/ lost packets. Some attacker nodes
gives false report for avoid being detected by
detection algorithm. So truthfulness of the
nodes is important for calculation.



To resolve this problem, auto correlation
function is used to identify the actual status of
the nodes and packet loss. Using this method
we can easily identify packet loss whether it is
caused by malicious attack or other conditions



The Level-by-level offset schedule Algorithm
is used to achieve low broadcasting delay in a
large scale wireless Networks. When critical
event is detected center node send the alarm
message to the cluster heads, then the alarm
passed from cluster head to other nodes in the
network. In sleep scheduling the nodes are
maintained in sleep mode until data arrives for
minimizing the energy consumption of nodes.
A. ALGORITHM STEPS FOR THE
PROPOSED SYSTEM
Step 1:

Initializing the packet rate based on

packet

size

Step 2:

Initializing node availability space for

Calculating link score value for each node in the
network and also calculating cost of the path to
find the optimal path from source to destination.

Calculating Correlation between nodes:
Correlation is calculated by number of packets sent
and number of packets lost. Individual node reports it
status

Packet weight
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Alarm message:
Alarm message passed from center node to cluster
head then it pass messages to all other nodes in the
network. The malicious node will be blocked. Data
packet is sent from source to destination securely.

Cluster heads and Center node:
Center nodes pass the message to cluster heads.
Cluster head monitor the group of nodes and pass
messages to them.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance evaluation of the proposed
system is analyzed to prove the efficiency of the
scheme. The entire model is simulated through
NS2 Network Simulator.
Network simulator
Ns is a public domain simulator boasting a rich
set of Internet Protocols, including terrestrial,
wireless and satellite networks. Ns is the most
popular choice of simulator used in research
papers appearing in select conferences like
Sigcomm. Ns is constantly maintained and
updated by its large user base and a small group
of developers at ISI.

Malicious node identification:
Malicious node is identified by algorithm which has
high packet loss rate and high energy consumption

Ns is a discrete event simulator targeted at
networking research. It provides substantial
support for simulation of TCP, routing, and
multicast protocols over wired and wireless (local
and satellite) networks. It includes an optional
network animator.
TABLE:
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
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Description

Value

Simulator

NS2

Protocol

AODV

Simulation Area

1900mX 1900m

Simulation duration

35 Ms

Transmission range

256 m

Pause time

0.048

Packet Size

256 bytes

Packet rate

1024 bytes
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The following metrics Energy, Packet- drop, Error
Detection, Miss-Detection and False-Alarm are to
evaluate the performance of the proposed
mechanism.
ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Energy consumption is a significant issue in
ad hoc networks since mobile nodes are battery
powered. In order to prolong the lifetime of ad hoc
networks, it is the most critical issue to minimize
the energy consumption of nodes.

Figure 4.1 Energy Efficiency by nodes for various
times
The proposed system has high energy efficiency than
existing systems. The result is shown in Figure 4.1.
PACKET – DROP
Packet drop is packets may dropped due to
link errors or malicious node and other reasons
while transmission from source to destination

ERROR DETECTION
Error detection is the detection of
errors caused by noise or other impairments
during transmission from the transmitter to the
receiver. Error detection is a technique that
enables reliable delivery of digital data over
unreliable communication channels.
In this proposed method detection of error is
reduced than existing methods. The result is
shown in Figure 4.3

Figure 4.3 Error Detection during Packet
transmission
MISS DETECTION
Miss Detection is the normal nodes
identified as malicious node.
In this proposed method miss detection
probability is reduced with respect to the number
of packet drop rate. This result is shown in Figure
4.4

The proposed system minimizes the packet drop
rate than existing methods. The result is shown in
Figure 4.2

Figure 4.4 Miss- Detection Probability vs. Packet
drop
rate

Figure 4.2 Packet drop rate vs. Packets sent
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FALSEALARM
False Alarm is alarm packet is
raised when the critical event is detected. An
alarm will be raised based on the malicious
behaviour of nodes. An alarm packet is
broadcasted to the entire network when critical
event is detected.
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In this proposed method an alarm packet is raised
highly than existing method, when critical event
is detected. The result is shown in Figure 4.5
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Figure 4.5 Alarm raise when Critical event
detected
V.CONCLUSION
Packet dropping attack is serious problem in
wireless ad hoc network. The proposed method finds
the packet loss and its position effectively. Using this
method the packet dropping is identified easily. Sleep
scheduling for event monitoring is used for energy
minimization.
FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
This paper provides a comprehensive study
and evaluation from different perspectives, still some
issues and several research directions that can be
pursued. The proposed mechanism under various
particular protocols will be considered for future
studies. Detection of misbehaving source and
destination increase the probability of success rate of
packets will be pursued in future work.
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